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About spaces N u 4e (see 12, Exercise 51]), the following are proved: (1) dim N u B = 
dim/3(NuB)\Nu~,(2)ifI/3(tVuB)\NuBl<2 K0, then no real-valued continuous function 
on N u a is onto (and hence, dim N u 9 = 0), (3) any compact metric space without isolated points 
is homeomorphic to some /3(N t J 2%) \ N u B and (4) there are spaces X, X1 and X2 of the form 
N u 9! such that X = X1 u Xz, X1 and Xz are zero sets of X, and dim X = n, dim X1 = dim Xz = 0, 
where n = 1,2, . . . or 00. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 541)10,54F45,54620 
almost-disjoint collection cot ering dimension 
converging sequence Stone-tech compactification remainder 
All spaces in this paper are completely regular rl-spaces. 
AS for the definition of the covering dimension dim X of a space X, we follow [l] 
and [2]; note that dim X in this sense and in the sense of [4] coincide far a normal 
space X 
Throughout this paper, N denotes a countable infinite set, and a collection %! of 
infinite subsets of N is called almost-disjoint if the of any two distinct 
members is finite. By N u B, we mean a space which is defined on the set-theoretic 
neighbourhood basis 
{{A}u A \. FI F is a finite subset of N}. 
Spaces N u B are first countable, locally compact and 0-,dimensional (in the sense of 
ind). In the present paper, we shall mainly discuss N u B in which B is maximal with 
respect to almost-disjointness 
homeomorphic; on the 
contrary, their topological properties heavily depend on the selection of collections 
a. In the previous note [6] (cf. also [S]), we have observed that some N u ‘9 are 
strongly O-dimensional O-dimensional in the sense of dim), but not al!. The 
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purpose of this paper is to extend this observation and to prove that there are spaces 
N u 9 of any covering dimension 0, 1, . . . and 00. 
In Section 1, some dimension-theoretic properties of N u .% will be described. The 
remark will also be made about the expected efinition of Ind X for a completely 
regular space X (see 1.3). In Section 2, we shall show, as a preliminary to Section 3, 
that any compact metric space without isolated points is homeomorphic to the 
Stone-tech remainder of a certain N u 9. [Improvements of this result will be 
discussed in Section 4.1 Finally in Section 3, as well as the existence sf N u a of any 
dimension, it will be seen that the so-called “Union Problem” and “Urysohn 
Inequality Problem” in the dimension theory of completely regular spaces are 
negatively solved (Remark 3.4): The results in Section 3 are announced in Notices 
A.M.S. in February of 1977. 
We shall begin with 
1.1. Lemma. For an almost-disjoint collection !B in N, 
dimNuB=dim[P(Nua)\Nua]. 
Proof. Since N u 3 is locally compact, @(N u a) \ N u 3 is a closed subset of a 
compact space p (N u 8). By [ 11, 
Next, let dim[p(N u a)\ N u 31~ n. Take any compact subset K of N u a. 
K\N c_ 92 is compact, and is a finite set {Al, AZ, . . . , A,} because 8 is a discrete 
subspace. Then, as a closed subspace of a strongly O-dimensional metric space 
Nuh,A2,=.-, A,}, K is strongly O-dimensional. Thus, by Dowker-Morita’s 
Generalized UnZon Theorem [4, Proposition 3.561, dim @(N u a) 6 n. Therefore 
dim N u .% = dim p (N u 3) s din@(N u a) \ N u a]. 
1.2. Theorem. For a maximal almost-&joint collection 3 in N, if the cardinality 
~~(Nu~)\Nu93~~2Ko, then no codnuous function N u 9Q + [0, l] is onto and 
hence, dim N u % = 0. 
Proof. Take any continuous function f: N u 3 + [0, 1] and let F: @(N u 3) -) [O, l] 
be its extension. Assume that f is onto. Then each F”(t) zr’(t), t E [0, 11, is a 
nonempty compact set, and 
F-‘(t) nF-‘(t’) = f!I for t # t’. 
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Since I@(N u B)\N u St1 < ZEto = I[O, 111, there is a t such that 
F-‘(t)\NuB =0. 
Thus f-‘(t) =F’*(t) n (N u 9) = F-l(t) is a nonempty compact set. 
We claim that f*(t) A 9 # 8. In fact, since the image f(N) of a dense sub;;et N of 
N u 9 is dense in [0, 11, we take a sequence tn converging-to 5 such that So = !‘(9,) 
with an 6 N. Since B is a maximal almost-disjoint collection, a )i E 9! contains 
infinitely many a,, and obviously, f(A) = lim f(a,) = lim tn = t. Thus A E f-‘(t) n B # 
0. 
Plext,takehi,. ). , A, fromf-‘(t)nW.{f(u)Ia E&U* l .uA,)iseith&asequence 
converging tot or the point t. In either case, proceeding as above, we can take h E B 
such that A is different from A l, . . . ?I A,, and j(A) = t. Therefore f-‘(t) n 32 is an 
infinite set. However, this contradicts, because f”(r) n 3 = f-*(t) \ N is a compact 
subset of a discrete subspace 3.
We have proved that a continuous function f: N u B + [0, l] is not onto. Thus, two 
disjoint zero sets f’(0) and f-*(l) are separated by a clopen (i.e., simultaneously- 
closed-and-open) set f’([O, t)) = fl([O, t]) where rs im fi By [1, Theorem 62.31, 
dim N u B G 0. Since N u 9%! isnonempty, it is strongly O-dimensional. 
As we shail see in the following sections, Ind P(N u 8!) 3 dim P(N u 3) = 
dim N u 9 can be arbitrarily large. In connection with this, the following proposition 
might be of some interest. 
1.3. Proposition. For any almost-disjoint coZle&itvz 3 in N, any of two disjoint zero 
sets of N u B ate separated by a cozeto set with discrete boundary. 
Proof. Let f: N u 9? + (0, 1] separate two zero sets f-‘(0) and f-‘(l). Since N is 
countable, there is a t E [0, l] such that f’(r) n N = 0. A cozero set f-‘([0, I)) 
separates r’(O) from f’(l), and its boundary Q”‘(t) E B is discrete. 
2. 
As a preliminary to Section 3, we shall prove 
2.1. Theorem. Any compact metric space without isolated points is homeomorphic to 
the retidainder /3(N u 9) \ N u 9 for a certain maximal almost-disjoint collection a. 
The following lemma is deduced from [3, 3.7; see also its remark]. 
2.2.. Lemma. There is an almost-disjoint collection 9? of cardinal@ 2H0 such that any 
uncountable zero set of N u % has the cardinality 2*“. 
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In Section 3, we shall need a modification of 2.2 which can also be deduced from 
[3,3.7]. 
‘i.2’. Lemma. If N is decomposed into two disjoint infinite sets Nl and N2, then the 
above 9 can be taken in such a way that each member of 3! has infinite intersections 
with both Nl and N2. 
2.3. If X is pseudocompact, Y is a compact metric space and f: X + Y is continuous, 
t,‘ren @X = U{clsf-‘(y)l y E Y}. 
Proof. It suffices to show that PXrU cl@ f-‘(y). Take a point p ~/3x; p is a 
z-ultrafilter on X and p E cl@ 2 for 2 E p [2]. Since X is pseudocompact, p has the 
countable intersection property. Let F: @X + Y be the extension off. By continuity, 
y r== F(p) E n {cl f (2) 12 E p}. y E cl f (2) implies that f (2) A V, # 0 for the n-th 
closed neighborhood Un of y in Y. It follows that 2 n f ‘( Un) # 0 for each 2 E p 
and hence f*(U,&p for each n. Thus we have f-*(y)=nnf-‘(U&p and 
P E &f-‘lY). 
2.4. Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let X be a compact metric space without isolated 
poin ts. X has a countable dense subset N. Since X is compact, every infinite set 
contains a converging set. Then, by Zorn’s lemma, there is a maximal almost- 
disjoint collection 91 in N which consists of converging sets. For each x E X, let 
a,(x) = {A E 9i IA converges to x}. 
Obviously 91(x) f 0 because no point of N is isolated in X. Fix A (x) E al(x). In the 
countable set A (x), we can find an almost-disjoint collection %2(x) which satisfies the 
property of 2.2. Let a$ (x) be a maximal almost-disjoint collection in A (x) which 
contains &(x). 
~3(x! = (%W \{A(x)}) CJ %<x> 
consists laf sets converging to x. Since the cardinality 19%3(x)1 < 2u”, there is a one-one 
correspondence i: 33(x) \ S&(x) -)a S,(s). Define 
%$(x) = (a2(x) \ im 14 v $_A L: i(A )IA E 33(x) \ @2(x))* 
Then a4 = UxeX ad(x) is a mGxirna1 almost-disjoint collection of infinite subsets 
of N. 
Now, let us consider the class; 9 of all continuous functions f: N u 9& + [0, l] such 
that there exist t # t’E [0, 11 a an x E X in which both f’(t)_n &&) and f *( t’) n 
5&(x) are infinite. Since N is nse in N v B4, the cardinality ISI G 2Ho, so we can 
well-order 9 = { fa I a c r} with r 6 2’ O= For each cu,,there are ta # .JI, E [0, l] and ,an 
x, E X such that both 6’ (tp) n %4(x,) and f$ (th) n 984(x,) are infinite. Note that 
these two zero sets are, in fact, uncountable, because & is a maximal almost-disjoint 
collection [2, Exercise SI]. (It is plain to see that each %4(x) is a zero set, because 
there is a continuous projectio N v a4 + X which maps N identically onto itself and 
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A E a4 to lim A.) There is a natural one-one onto continuous map 
k:Nu&(x,)-,Nu%&) 
which maps N identically onto itself and i(A) to A u i(A). Then both 
k-l(f:l (t,) n a&,)) = (fa 0 W1k-J n @2(&d 
and 
k-‘(f;’ (t:) n %4(x,)) = (fao k)-‘(C) n !32(x,) 
are uncountable. Hence, by the property of @2(x) in Lemma 2.2, 
Therefore, by the transfinite induction, we can take points A, f IL&~ E By such that 
fa(L) #faba) d an any two of A,, clar, a < T, are different from each other. 
is a maximal almost-disjoint collection in N. 
There is a natural projection N u as +X which is identical on N and maps A E 92, 
to lim A. This projection can be extended to p (N u &) + X and yields a continuous 
map 
We claim that + is bijective. 
(lp is onto, because as(x) = (A E 35 1 lim A = x} is an infinite discrete set and hence 
cl8 9&(x) \ N u %?, # 8. 
By 2.3, fl(N u as) = U cl@ 9&(x). Pn order to show that # is one-one, it suffices to 
show that each cl@ 9&(x) \ N u 9s is a singleton. Assume that cl@ &(x) \ N u 3~ 
has two distinct points. Let f: p(N u Rs) + [0, 1] be a continuous map which takes 0 
at one of the two points and 1 at another point. Defining?= (f v ($)) A ($), we have two 
infinite sets 
?-‘<f> n @5(x) =f%A $I, n %(x) 
and 
Take a natural continuous map j: N u & + N u a5 which maps N identically onto 
itself and both A, and EC, to A, up,. Since fo je 9, either (f”(, j>-‘(f) n i&(x) or 
(fo j)-‘(g) n 34(x) is finite; that is, either fl-‘($) n 9&(x) or fs’($) n i&(x) is finite. 
Here is a contradiction. Therefore each cl0 &(x) \ N u !J& consists of a single point. 
Since #:fi(NuG&)\Nu%& +X is bijective and p(N u 8,) \ N u a, is 
compact, # is a homemorphism. This concludes the proof of 2.1. 
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3. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove 
3.1. Theorem. For any n = 1,2, . , . or 00, there is a maximal almost-disjoint collec- 
tion B such that 
(1) X = N v B is the union of two zero sets Xl and X2, 
(2) both Xl and X2 are of the form N v 99 with a maximal almost-disjoint collection 
a, and 
(3) dim X = n and dim Xl = dim X2 = 0. 
3.2. Proof for a finite integer n. Consider the cube I”, and denote coordinates of a 
point x E I” as (xl, x’, . . . , x”) or (X’)i. For a subset A ~(1,. . . , n} and x, y #, 
define 
Z(A, x) = {(ti)i 1 xi Qt’for ieA andx'at' for &!A} 
and 
Z(A, x, y) = {(t’)i 1 xi sky’ for &A andx’>t’>y’for igA}. 
In I”, fake two disjoint countable dense subsets N1 and Nz each of which contains 
at most one point on every hyperplane of the form xi = constant. Let 9’ be the 
collection of all infinite subsets h of N = Nl u N2 in which 
(1) h contains infinitely many points of both Nr and Nz, 
(2) A converges to a point x E I”, and 
(3) either (i) or (ii) of the following holds: 
(i) x E bdry I” and A G Z(A, x) for some A, 
(ii) XB bdry I”, A n Nl s Z(A, x) and A n N2 G Z(A’, x) for some A. 
[Here, we denote the complement A” = { 1, . . . , n} \ A.] By Zorn’s lemma there is 
a maximal almost-disjoint subcollection %I of (4p. Since I” is compact, a1 is a 
maximal almost-disjoint collection of infinite subsets of N. For each x E I” and 
A E (1, . . .- , n}, denote 
%,(A, x) = {A (h converges to x, A n Nl s Z(A, x)}. 
Note that if a coordinate xi = Q or 1, then &(A, x) may be empty because of the 
construction of Nl and N2. When 9& (A, x) # 0, take and fix a A (A, x) E @l(A, x). By 
the use of 2.2’, find an almost-di::joint collection &(A, x) in A (A, x) which satisfies 
the property in 2.2 and is a subc,Alection of 9’. As in 2.4, we can obtain a maximal 
almost-disjoint subcollection a5 Of 9 which satisfies the following property 
(*) if f:NvB5+[0, l] is continuous, then for every t, t’ E [0, 1] with t Z t’ and for 
every xeIn and Ac{l,..., n), either f-‘(t) n %&(A, x) or f-‘(t’) &&(A, x j is 
finite. 
Note that 
%/\A, x) = {A E 3, IA converges to x and A n N1 G Z(A, x)}. 
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Consider the collection 9!# of all functions g such that 
(1) g. is a [0, l]-valued continuous function defined on either clwUa5 N1 or 
CLR~ N2 and 
(2) g@s(A, x)) = [0, l] for some A and x. Since Nl and PJ2 are countable sets, the 
cardinality I%1 G 2No, so, well-order 3 = {ga 1 a < a} with 0 6 2No. For cy, there are A, 
and x, such that g,(&(Ap, x~)) = [0, 11. Obviously 19i$(Aa, x,)1 = 2% By the 
transfinite induction, we can take A, and p, from 9&(Au, x,) such that gJh,) f 
g, (ccp) and any two of A,, cc,, cy c cr, are different from each other. 
~6=(%\bt, ~~b~)v(hcxu&x~ 1 a is a maximal almost-disjoint subcollection 
of x By the existence of a natural cotinuous map N u 5%~ + N u a& a6 also satisfies 
the property (*). 
Let X = N u 36, Xl = cl* N1 and X2 = clxN2. Both X1 = X \ IV2 and X2 = 
X\NI are zero sets of X, because NI and N2 consist of countably many isolated 
points. Xi, i = 1,2, is homeomorphic to Ni u {A n Ni 1 h E %!6) and hence, is of the 
form N u 9 with a maximal almost-disjoint collection a. 
As in 2.4, in order to show that PX \X is homeomorphic to I”, it suffices to show 
that the &closure of a,(x) = UA 9&(A, x) is the one-point compactification of 
5&5(X), that is, lcl,g %6(x) \ &(x)1 = 1. By the PI’Operty (*), Ids 8$i(A, X) \ 
a6(A, x)1 = 1. Let us show that any two 9&(A, x) and &(B, x) with A #B are not 
completely separated in X. This fact implies that 
clfl &(A, x) n Cl@ B6(B, x) z 0 
and further, together with %&, x) n &j(B, x) = 8, that lclp 9&(x) \ B6(x)I = 1. 
Now, let us assume that there is a continuous function f:X + I such that 
f(a&d, x)) = 0 snd f(&j(B, x)) = 1. 
Case 1. xebdry1”. Take a sequence {x&z = 1,2,. . .} in I” so that xi =xi if 
i~(A\B)u(B\A);xlfx’ifi~B\A;x~Lx’ifi~A\B.Thenx,~bdryI” 
and converges to x. Take any A, E a6(A, x,,,). It is easy to check that A,,, n N1 c 
Z(A, x) and almost all (i.e., except for finitely many) elements of A,,, n N2 belong to 
Z(B’, x). Let f(A,,,) = anr. There are sm E N: n Z(A, x) and tm E N2 n Z(B', x) such 
that 
I 
1 
&?I -x,1<,, I& -x,l<-, A If(s,)-ad- and ~f(fm)--am~~-$ m 
lim xm = x implies that lim sm = lim tm =x. Since %!6 is a maximal almost-disjoint 
collection of infinite sets of N, we can take p E %!&A, x) and Y E a6(B, x) such that p 
[v, respectively] contains infinitely many terms of {sm) [{fm}, respectively]. By the 
continuity of f, lim f (sm) = f (p) = 0 and lim f (t,) = f ( y) = 1. This contradicts the fact 
that lim f (s,) = lim a, = lim f(tm ). 
Case 2. x E bdry I”. By substituting B by B’ in the above argument, we can deduce 
a contradiction quite similarly. Only difference is we have to make XL f 1 whenever 
xi =1 andxk\Owheneverx’= 0. Note that 96(A, x) and 96(B, x) are not empty!, 
hencex’#lforiEAvBandx’#Ofori&IAnB. 
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Thus, we have shown that any two Be(A, x) and 96(B, x) with A # B are not 
completely separated, and hence that 1~1s %6(x) \ @b(x)! = 1. AS in 2.4, PX \X is 
homeomorphic to I”, and is n-dimensional. Therefore, by 1.1, dim X = n. 
Let us show that dim’X1 = dim X2 = 0. It suffices to show that dim X1 s 0. 
For a subset AE{~,..., n) and points x, y E I” which are coordinatewise 
different, define 
U(A, x, Y) = MA, x, Y) n Nd 
u {A E %S 1 A n Nl \(finite set) s Z(A, x, y )}. 
It is obvious that U(A, x, y) is a clopen set of Xl. 
Take a continuous function f: X1 + [0, 11, and we shall show that f-‘(O) and f-‘( 1) 
are separated by a clopen set. There is a natural continuous map 
which maps N1 identically onto itself and both A, and p, to A, u pa. h(i&(A, x)) = 
B6(A, x) holds. By contructions of h and 96, fo he %, and any (fo h)(5&(A, x)) = 
f(&(A, x)) is a proper subset of [0, 11: f(a,(A, x)) does not contain some t E [0, 11. 
We claim that tft f(U(A, x, y)) for some y E Z(A, x). To prove this, assume that 
there is a sequence y, of distinct points of Z(A, x) which converges to x and satisfies 
t ~f( U(A, X, y,)). It follows that there is a yk E Z(A, x, y,) n N1 such that If(y&)- 
tl < l/m. In fact, this is obvious if t E f(Z(A, x, ym) n Nl); otherwise, letting t = f(A) 
with A E U(A, x, y,,), we can find yk because A n Ni \(finite set) s Z(A, x, y,). 
Now that {y,} converges to x, {y ',} converges to x. Since 596 is a maximal almost- 
disjoint collection, a A E a6 contains infinitely many y k. lim A = lim y k = x and 
A A Nl c Z(A, x). Hence we have A E Be(A, x) and f(A) = lim f(y A) = t, which is a 
contradiction. Here our claim has been established: f has a gap on U(A, x, y) for 
some y E Z(A, x). 
Therefore, for each x E I” and A c (1, . . . , n}, there is a y = y(A, x) such that f has 
a gap on U(A, x, y(A, x)). An open set in@UA Z(A, x, y(A, x))] of I” contains the 
point x, Since I” is compact, there are points x1, . , . , x,,, in I” such that 
(a) 1” = Ur=, int[UA z(A, xk, ~4% xd.)l, and 
(b) j has a gap on each U(A, xk, y (A, x, .)). 
It follows from (a) and 9& s 9 that 
Xl = ij u WA, a, y(A, xd . 
k=l A 
By (b), there is a clopen set G(k, A) of U(A, xk, y (.A, xk)) which contains f-‘(o) n 
U(A, xk, y(A, xk)) and is disjoint from j-‘(l). Note that there are only finitely many 
subsets A ~(1,. . . , n}. A clopen set G = UT,=, UA G(k, A) of X1 separates f-‘(O) 
from f-‘(l). Therefore dim Xl 6 0, that is, dim Xl = 0. 
Quite similarly, we can prove that dim X2 = 0. 
This concludes the proof of 3.1 for a. finite integer n. 
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3.3. The construction of X, X1 and X2 for n = 00 goes as follows. 
Let 
N:“’ = (l/n + 1/2ml m = 1,2,. . .), 
N(“‘= N:“’ u N:“‘, Nl = fi N:“‘, N2 = fi N:“) and N=NluN2. 
FZ= 1 t3= 1 
By 3.2, we can construct a maximal almost-disjoint collection 8!(“) in IV(“) such that 
N(“’ u Z?(“) is n-dimensional and both cl N:“’ and cl N:“’ are strongly O-dimensional. 
Now take the collection 9 of all infinite subsets A of N which satisfy: 
(1) A converges to 0, and 
(2) h n Nl and h n N2 are infinite sets. 
Let & be any maximal almost-disjoint subcollection of 9, and, as in 3.2,, we can 
modify 3, as 32 so that, for any [0, I]-valued continuous function f defined on either 
cl Nl or cl N2, f(&) has a gap, where cl’s are taken in X = N u @) with &O”) = 
u;=, a(*’ v &. And we can also prove that every continuous function on Xi = cl Ni 
has a gap on a neighborhood of 0. Since each cl NY), i = 1,2, is a clopen subset of Xi, 
dim Xi = 0. Apparently, Xi is of the form N u %! with a maximal almost-disjoint 
collection 9, and is a zero set of the space X On the other hand, a clopen subset 
N(“)u a(*) of X is n-dimensional for n = 1,2, . . . . This means that dim X 3 n for 
n = 1,2,. . . . Therefore dim X = 00. 
3.4. Remark. Our example in 3.1 negatively solves the following (1) “Union 
Problem” and (2) “Urysohn Inequality Problem” (cf. [4, Proposition 3.5.11]) in the 
dimension theory. 
(1) If a completely regular space X is the union of two zero sets X1 and X2, then is 
dim X G Max(dim X1, dim X,)?, and 
(2) If a completely regular space X is the union of two subsets A and B, then is 
dimXsdimA+dimB+l? 
4. Concluding remarks 
This paper constitutes one of two main topics of the author’s doctoral dissertation, 
completed at the State University of New York at Buffalo under the supervision of 
Professor S. Mrowka in September 1977. 
The GToof of Theorem 2.1 yields, with minor changes, that if a first-countable 
space X is the remainder of a compactification of a countable discrete space, then X 
is homeomorphic to the remainder /3(N u 3) \ N u a for a maximal almost- 
disjoint collection 3. In particular, this result implies as a corollary that any 
first-countable, separable and compact space is homeomorphic to the remainder 
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~(Nu~)\Nu9t f or a maximal almost-disjoint collection a. This improves our 
Theorem 2. I. 
The referee points out that under CH every first-countable compact space is the 
remainder ~\f a compactification of a countable discrete space; this is because such a 
space has the cardinality ~2~” (Arhangel’skii) and /3N \ N is continuously mapped 
onto any compact space of weight SKI (ParoviEenko). Thus CH implies that every 
first-countable compact space is homeomorphic to the remainder p(N u a) \ N u 
3 for a maximal almost-disjoint collection 41t. 
S. Mrowka notes that thesimilar argument as 2.4 establishes that the space o1 + 1 
of ordinals not greater than the first uncountable ordinal 01 is homeomorphic to 
p(Nu!%)\Nva f or a maximal almost-disjoint collection 5@. To show it, Frank- 
lin-Rajagopalan’s construction of a compactification ylv of the space N of integers 
with the remainder o1 + 1 [Trans. AMS 155(1971) p. 3061 is useful. 
The author has been informed by E. Pol that she also constructed a counter- 
example to “Union Problem” (Remark 3.4( 1)) in: “Some examples in the dimension 
theory of Tychonoff spaces”,’ Bull. de 1’AcadCmie Polonaise des Sci. 24(1976) pp. 
893-897. In her case, the covering dimension of the union X = Xi u Xz is unknown; 
she only showed that it is not zero. 
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